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An unstudied manuscript in Princeton contains lectures delivered by the youthful Jacques Sirmond at the Jesuit college of Pont-à-Mousson. In contrast to the received picture of Jesuit pedagogues as devoted rhetoricians, Sirmond explained *Aeneid* books 3 and 12 in a self-consciously historical way, concentrating especially on Roman law and religion and their interaction. His concerns are discussed in light of sixteenth-century scholarship on ancient Rome, contemporary Vergil commentary, humanist interest in the history of culture as a hermeneutic tool, and Sirmond’s own later career as a philologist and ecclesiastical historian. Sirmond’s comments on *Aeneid* 12 in particular show how he used religious and legal information in an unusual ethical reading of Vergil’s text. Like some other early modern readers, Simond read Vergil’s poem, other ancient literary texts, and Roman historical texts and documents as equivalent and interchangeable sources of information.

Sometime around 1600, a versatile young wanderer found himself in the city of Pont-à-Mousson in the Lorraine. In the course of his travels he had escaped enslavement, imprisonment, women, storms, lawyers, alchemists, and assassins, and it occurred to him that his life might become easier if he were an educated man. So he entered the Jesuit college of Pont-à-Mousson as its only adult pupil, later explaining his motives as a mixture of avarice and unsullied humanistic sentiment:

> Once I learned how many men had freed themselves from poverty through learning—and because I grew tired of my ignorance, which had snatched from my grasp any knowledge of antiquity, so that I could not even contemplate the misfortunes of the ancients to console myself—I resolved to devote myself to a scholar’s life.¹

¹John Barclay, *Euphormionis Lusinini Satyricon* (*Euphormio’s Satyricon*) 1605–1607, ed. and trans. D. A. Fleming (Nieuwkoop: De Graaf, 1973), 182, §II.1: “Ego vero posteaquam intellexi, quam multi se literis ex paupertate vindicassent, etiam ignorantiae pertaesus, quae mihi rerum antiquarum notitiam auferebat, ut neque veterum miseriis ad solatium uti possem, constitui me in eruditorum disciplinam dare.” I have consulted Fleming’s English translation but have preferred to give my own renderings here and in the following quotations.
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With such prospects in view, being surrounded by prepubescent boys in the lowest grade was only a minor drawback. A greater problem was the feud in progress between the Jesuits proper and the head of the Pont-à-Mousson law faculty, which showed the Jesuits in particular in a bad light. "What mighty contests rise from trivial things," our student exclaimed, "by a path that is narrow but amply slippery!" This notwithstanding, the young man advanced through all the classes in record time, becoming so enamored of the study of philosophy and theology that he decided to travel to Italy and join a religious order. By this time he had become the adopted son of William Barclay, the head of the law faculty; yet Barclay's strong disapproval could not dissuade the young man from his pious plan. In the event he never did join a religious order, nor did his learning ever earn him any money. His training did come in handy, however, when he faced a Jesuit in a public declamation contest, and again when he was seduced by a friend's wife who declared in a billet-doux that she could only fall in love with educated men.

The hero of this story was the celebrated Euphormio, protagonist of John Barclay's picaresque novel *Euphormionis Satyricon* (1604), a work that was widely read throughout the seventeenth century along with Barclay's other episodic indictments of European society at large. The novel was also autobiographical insofar as the law professor William Barclay was John Barclay's father in flesh and blood: the younger Barclay was in fact born in Pont-à-Mousson and had been led to take a jaundiced view of the place by his father's lengthy feud with his Jesuit employers. But regardless of the son's rather subjective view of the matter, the elder Barclay's documented difficulties might plausibly suggest a priori that his Jesuit hosts were intellectual reactionaries, suspicious of the new legal humanism Barclay represented and in general of anything but their own stereotyped and rhetorical mode of education and doctrinal polemic.

Unfortunately for historians of education, Euphormio more or less leaves us to guess at what went on in the classrooms of the Pont-à-Mousson Jesuits. So, for that matter, have all commentators after him, although some plausible reconstructions have seen light. It is a question of some interest, because in the late sixteenth century the Jesuits were busily establishing a position of significant educational influence in French-speaking regions, an influence they were to retain until near the end of the ancien régime. The contents of their increasingly widespread teaching would thus seem to invite study.

---


4 See the documents printed by Gaston Gavet, *Diarium Universitatis Mussipontanæ* (1572–1764) (Paris and Nancy: Société des amis de l’Université de Nancy, 1911).


6 The classic study of Jesuit education is Gabriel Codina Mir, *Aux Sources de la pédagogie des Jésuites, le "modus parisiensis"* (Rome: Institutum Historicum Societatis Iesu, 1968); see also Aldo Scaglione, The
In recent years, indeed, the early Jesuits have been the subjects of considerable attention. We are often reminded that education was not the original purpose of their order, and that Jesuit scientists and mathematicians made important contributions to the state of early modern knowledge in general. As to the Jesuits' literary teaching, however—by all accounts a crucial part of their humanistic educational program—the received picture of them as doctrinaire rhetoricians has been left to stand. Here I do not attempt to evaluate the early Jesuits' enterprise tout court, but on the level of the individual classroom there does exist a witness with fewer literary pretensions and less scruple about boring his reader than John Barclay. He is a pupil named Michael Reginaldus, whose lecture notes on Vergil have been left to stand.

In 1582–83 Reginaldus was enrolled in the second (that is, penultimate) class in the five-year college program, the year supposed to be devoted to the humanities. In duodecimum Aeneidos were apparently the two halves of that course coming first). In the five-year college program, the year supposed to be devoted to the humanities program, the year supposed to be devoted to the humanities...
ities." He and his classmates would have been roughly fourteen to sixteen years old. What we apparently have is the record of the successive daily lectures that filled a fixed thirty-minute time slot in the humanities class over the course of a school year: the texts covered in this lecture were *Aeneid* books 3 and 12 and Cicero's oration *Pro Cluentio*. Each school day probably contained three such lectures, most likely on a text of moral philosophy by Cicero, on a Latin poet (here apparently in alternation with a Ciceronian oration for part of the year), and on an elementary text in Greek. There are no written exercises in the book, except for a few pages of energetically blotted poetry in draft. The contents of the ninety-seven folios of lectures are evidently material prepared in advance of class by the lecturer and cannot represent everything said in class for a year. And the notes are evidently a fair copy from rougher notes made in the class itself. Still, despite or because of the highly formalized character of the notes, Reginaldus valued this record of his education enough to keep it at least until 1613, when he signed and dated the notebook again.

In form, the lectures Reginaldus heard were utterly traditional: they form a running commentary on the three texts involved, and the lecturer's individual remarks range from small notes, little more than glosses, to complicated digressions of fairly oblique relevance to the text. The lecturer's priorities, however, are not what we might expect from a college teacher of this time and in this place. The exegetical methods of the Ramists, which centered on humanist dialectic as a hermeneutical tool and were being widely adopted in France at this time, are totally absent from Reginaldus's notes. It may not be surprising that Reginaldus's Jesuit teacher eschewed the innovations of Ramus, since Petrus Ramus was notorious as an ardent Protestant (in fact, he was killed in the Saint Bartholomew's Day massacre of 1572). But neither did Reginaldus's teacher subscribe to anything

---

10The first three years were spent on grammar and the fifth on rhetoric; this sequence was a constant throughout the Jesuit system, although a few schools offered only three or four years out of the full program. See Codina Mir, *Aux sources et Scaglione, Liberal Arts.*

11For the standard instructions on curriculum, see Laszlo Lukács, S.J., ed., *Monumenta Paeagogica Societatis Jesu,* 6 vols. (Rome: Institutum Historicum Societatis Jesu, 1965–92), 2:210–12 (*Ratio studiorum*, 1565), and 5:151–53 (*Ratio studiorum*, 1586); see also the reading lists from individual colleges at 3:527–98 (mostly dating from the 1560s). These documents also suggest that the Ciceronian moral philosophy would have been replaced at some point in the year by Cypriano Soarez's *De Arte rhetorica.*

12Production of the fair copy was doubtless an assigned task. Not only does Reginaldus often squeeze or expand lines to make the end of a comment coincide with the end of a page; he once wrote a note to himself (or his teacher) about his outstanding copying obligations: "Orationis Plancianae Annotationes manent in scriptis, breuitatis chartae causa" (my notes on the oration *Pro Plancio* remain in draft because I don't have enough paper; fol. 95v).

that resembles the traditional mode of Ciceronian rhetorical exegesis, which is generally thought to have been the dominant style in early Jesuit teaching. It is certainly true that some contemporary Jesuit productions fall into a classically Ciceronian mold. Over against the Pont-à-Mousson lectures on the *Aeneid* we might set the prodigious Vergil commentary of Juan Luis de la Cerda, S.J., who had apparently combed all classical and patristic literature for the stylistic parallels he arranged in column after folio column, or the equally imposing commentary in which Jacobus Pontanus, S.J., gave a rhetorical explanation for nearly every phrase in the text. Reginaldus’s teacher, however, designed his lectures in the humanities and rhetoric as a fairly intensive introduction to the history, mythology, and religious and social customs that lay behind ancient texts. Nothing delighted him more than elucidating a place-name, a provision of the Law of the XII Tables, or the minutiae of Roman religious ritual. By and large, these were some of the fashionable preoccupations, not of Jesuit rhetoricians, but of the French and Italian antiquarian and legal scholars of the sixteenth century. In other words, it looks as if this particular chapter in the history of education needs to be explained by reference to contemporary scholarship and intellectual life rather than the history of educational theory proper.

The link between the Pont-à-Mousson lectures and professional philological scholarship is not just one of content. Reginaldus was thoughtful enough to record the name of his teacher: it was Jacques Sirmond, who was at this time in his early twenties but evidently well on the way to the remarkable erudition that was to make him one of the leading Jesuit scholars of the first half of the seventeenth century. In the course of an extremely long career, Sirmond assisted in the preparation of Cesare Baronio’s ecclesiastical history, published editions of early French ecclesiastical councils and of authors such as Sidonius Apollinaris, Fulgentius, and Rabanus Maurus, and wrote doctrinal polemics against the Jansenists. In Reginaldus’s notes, Sirmond displays a wealth of knowledge—some borrowed, some apparently his own—that shows that his lifelong intellectual orientation toward the history of religion and culture was already firmly in place in the early 1580s.

Because Sirmond himself was educated in a French Jesuit college, it seems plausible that the Jesuits were also the source of his intellectual tastes. Indeed, it would appear that there was at this time a concerted effort within the Jesuit order

---


15 De la Cerda: *P. Virgili Maronis Prioris sex libri Aeneidos argumentis, explicationibus, notis illustrati* (Leiden, 1612) and *P. Virgili Maronis Postiores sex libri Aeneidos, argumentis, explicationibus, notis illustrati* (Leiden, 1617); Pontanus: *Symbolarum libri XVII quibus P. Virgillii Maronis Bucolica, Georgica & Aeneis, ex probatisimis auctoribus declarantur, comparantur, illustrantur* (Augsburg, 1599).


to produce young scholars who could compete with Protestant and Gallican apologists on the battlefields of national and ecclesiastical history. In Rome, Cesare Baronio’s *Annales*, on which Sirmond collaborated, were intended as a direct reply to the Lutherans’ *Magdeburg Centuries.* In France, Pierre Grégoire, who joined the Pont-à-Mousson law faculty in the 1580s, deployed his erudition against Gallican legal scholars. Fronton du Duc, Sirmond’s contemporary and fellow-teacher at Pont-à-Mousson, went on to become nearly as renowned as Sirmond for his scholarship in ecclesiastical history, chronology, and philology in general. Exactly how all of these people and their interests came together in the late sixteenth century is beyond the scope of the present study, although an important story is certainly waiting to be illuminated. The immediate point is that we have in Reginaldus’s notes a richly documented case in which scholarly concerns carried over into a Jesuit classroom. Sirmond’s lectures do not give the impression that he considered the classroom a kind of magic circle from which adult intellectual concerns had to be excluded.

To appreciate the slightly unexpected nature of Sirmond’s lectures, we need to recall how the Jesuits’ humanistic teaching has generally been understood. The standard Jesuit education in the *studia humaniorum literarum* lasted five years, with the first three years devoted to grammar, the penultimate or “second” year to the humanities (*classis humaniorum literarum*), and the final or first year to rhetoric. At some schools it was possible to progress to philosophy, theology, and advanced degrees. But in the five-year lower sequence, Ciceronian rhetoric was explicitly conceived as the summum of the enterprise at hand, and much time was devoted to the reading of rhetoric textbooks and Cicero’s orations and the composition of Latin themes and declamations. It might seem plausible, then, that the reading of classical authors in general was also conducted along rhetorically oriented lines. The commentaries of Jacobus Pontanus and Juan Luis de la Cerda would serve, again, as excellent examples of this mode of reading; although these commentaries were too large and expensive to be purchased by pupils, one imagines that more than one lecturer availed himself of their work in the years that followed.

---


19 I have hesitations, in other words, about Fumaroli’s portrait of the early Jesuits as leading a kind of intellectual double life in which traditional humanist pedagogy and antiquarian research were rigorously separated. See Fumaroli, “Temps de croissance.”


21 Above, n. 8.
Sirmond’s concerns, however, were very different, at least when it came to literary interpretation. He used the explication of Vergil as a pretext for exploring a vast range of subjects, among which rhetoric was prominent by its nearly total absence. Although Sirmond was also probably responsible for teaching rhetoric to his class through a standard textbook like that of Cypriano Soarez, he rarely allowed rhetorical concerns to spill over into the reading of Vergil in the “humanities” class. And it is especially apparent that Sirmond’s scanty treatment of rhetoric was a deliberate choice, because many of his comments on Aeneid 3 were drawn, without acknowledgment, from another source: the enormous Vergil commentary of Lambertus Hortensius, first published a few decades earlier. For geographical, mythological, and linguistic information Sirmond was often happy to rely on Hortensius, either copying his words directly or adapting them into slightly simpler Latin. But when it came to questions of rhetoric or literary form—subjects that were also treated in Hortensius’s commentary—Sirmond acted as a strict censor who allowed to pass only what was slight and innocuous. Thus Sirmond’s most ambitious rhetorical remarks are generally signposts that alert his students to transitions in the text; for example, “This is a geographical portrait of Thrace,” “Resumption of the narrative after a digression,” or “Aeneas makes an exclamation calculated to strike a chord in the mind of Dido.” This is not information designed to make Reginaldus and his fellow-pupils into great homilists and political persuaders.

Sirmond’s interpretive priorities appear even more sharply when we compare Hortensius’s and Sirmond’s respective comments on the speech of supplication uttered by Achaemenides near the end of book 3. Achaemenides was, according to Vergil, a Greek who had left Troy in Odysseus’s expedition and been accidentally left behind in the cave of the Cyclops Polyphemus; he had managed to escape and had now been living in the wilds, Crusoe-like, for the past three months. In this speech he begs the Trojans, his erstwhile enemies, to rescue him, and warns them that the blinded Polyphemus is still seeking revenge on the entire human race. The speech is a model of wretched self-abnegation, and Hortensius breathlessly praises it for its rhetorical style: “Vergil narrates the story aptly, clearly, with fitting ornament, concisely, and plainly (as indeed he invariably does), and moreover with

---

22Little is known of Hortensius, including his vernacular name. He was rector of the Gymnasium at Naerden and produced further commentaries on Lucan and Aristophanes, in addition to several historical works; see Caspar Burmann, Trajectum Eruditum (Utrecht, 1750), 155–62. The Enarrationes in sex priores libros Aeneidos Virgilianae was first published in 1559; an expanded edition, the Enarrationes doctiss. atque utiliss. in XII. Libros P. Virgili Maronis Aeneidos, was printed at Basel in 1577 and again in 1596 (n.p.). Hortensius’s notes on the final six books of the Aeneid are thin compared with his work on the first six books, and it seems possible that Sirmond had the 1577 edition but found Hortensius’s notes on book 12 insufficient for his purposes. I cite the 1577 edition in what follows.

verisimilitude, in order to create trust in the speaker,” and so on.24

Sirmond was not to be drawn into panegyrics so easily. “This is a frank and probable narration,” he concedes, “but contrary to history (contra historiam), if it is true that Odysseus only came to Sicily ten years after the fall of Troy.”25 Sirmond was pointing out that Aeneas and his friends could never have encountered Achaemenides at all, since Aeneas’s party had landed on this coast (according to Vergil) several years before Odysseus’s expedition had landed there according to the Odyssey. Achaemenides was necessarily fictional, even within Vergil’s fiction. Sirmond’s observation is not quite original, since it had been made already by Servius in the early fifth century.26 Nonetheless, his indignant rejection of Hortensius’s long-winded rhetorical praise is an excellent example of the way in which Sirmond adapted his primary source of information to suit his own nonrhetorical ends.

As his comments on Achaemenides suggest, Sirmond was in general greatly interested in facts, as many of them as it was possible to assemble. Aeneid 3 in particular afforded Sirmond large opportunities to display the fruits of his reading, which had clearly extended well beyond Hortensius’s commentary. Aeneid 3 recounts the lengthy voyage of Aeneas and his party from Troy to Carthage, in the course of which they pass (and Vergil applies some significant epithet to) several dozen notable cities and landmarks. In response, Sirmond explains numberless points of geography and natural history, often citing Pliny and Strabo as authorities. He gives etymologies of personal names and place-names, usually tracing them to Greek sources and often referring to Varro. He quotes many parallels from Greek and Latin authors, both those whom Vergil imitated (mainly Homer) and those who imitated Vergil (such as Ovid). In book 12, when the narrative shifts to a battle scene, Sirmond goes on to explain ancient siege engines and military formations.27 In all of this Sirmond supports himself with citations of scholarly humanist authors, chiefly Adrian Turnèbe, Willem Canter, Carlo Sigonio, Ludovico Ricchieri (Coelius Rhodiginus), Alessandro d’Alessandro, and Gian Piero Valeriano Bolzani.28

25Sirmond ad 3.613, “Sum patria ex Ithaca,” fol. 93v: “Narratio aperta et probabilis sed contra historiam, si quidem verum est decimo tantum anno quam Troia euersa fuit in Siciliam peruenisse Ulyssen. Quae porro de Cyclopis immani ritu et barbaria fabulatur mutuatus est ab Homero 9 Odysseae et multa ab eo Ouid. loco supra citato.”
At times Sirmond's learned remarks can seem random and miscellaneous—a perennial problem of the line-by-line commentary form. But beyond his assemblages of information we can also discern an interpretive pattern, sometimes fleetingly, sometimes more clearly. Sirmond was continuously interested in illuminating Vergil's narrative by recreating the social and ethical norms of Aeneas's society. Whenever a passage in the text invokes a cliché or common thought, for example, Sirmond prefers to explain it by reference not only to literary parallels, but also to "vulgar" Greek or Roman proverbs he found in the commentary tradition (and in Erasmus, although Sirmond stops short of naming him). In other words, Sirmond traces the common currency of some of Vergil's thoughts to timeless Roman oral culture rather than to Ciceronian commonplaces. Most frequently, Sirmond's explorations of the cultural background to Vergil's narrative focuses on two interrelated subjects: religious customs and legal or political customs. Sirmond describes for his students a society in which the sacred and the public are interwoven and mutually supporting, forming a background that explains many of the most potentially foreign aspects of the text. On the broadest level, we might say that Sirmond was interested in the cultural history of the mythical age of Rome, and the way in which that culture determined the value of actions and events both large and small.

_Aeneid_ 3, with its opening scenes of a sacrifice, a funeral, and the delivery of an oracle, was an ideal setting for this kind of approach. In the first hundred lines of the book Sirmond comments on all three of these rituals, along with subjects such as the _dii penates_, ancient notions of the body and soul, priestly garments, and catasterisms. The law enters the picture as well, in slightly idiosyncratic fashion, when Sirmond discusses the close encounter of Aeneas and his men with the shade of Polydorus. Polydorus, a Trojan prince treacherously killed by his guardian and abandoned on a beach, emits unearthly howls when his shade is inadvertently disturbed: Aeneas has stepped on the ground under which Polydorus's body lies and has broken a limb from a tree growing on the same spot. Sirmond follows

---

29E.g., Sirmond ad 3.414, "Haec loca," fol. 88v, compared with Erasmus' "Euitata Charybdi in Scyllam incidi"; Sirmond ad 3.444, "Folijis notas," fol. 89v, compared with Erasmus, "Folium Sybillae"; Sirmond ad 12.320, "Incertum qua," fol. 21v, compared with Erasmus, "Cum deo quisque gaudet et fier"; Sirmond ad 12.460, "Cadit ipse Tolumnius," fol. 26r, compared with Erasmus' "malum consilium consultori pessimum." In some but not all of these cases, Hortensius quotes the same proverb and could have been Sirmond's immediate source.

Hortensius in pointing out that Polydorus's complaints were no mere piece of fussy cavilling, but quite justified according to the earliest Roman law:

[This is] a speech by Polydorus complaining of the injury done to him. For one of the laws of the XII Tables was "Let no one do injury to the deceased." And it was solemnly forbidden to exhume the bones of buried persons, to dismantle a tomb or burial mound, or to unearth their ashes. However, Polydorus excuses Aeneas in calling him "pious"—a great testimony indeed to Aeneas's piety, coming from one whom Aeneas had injured.31

We will encounter again the gesture by which Sirmond simultaneously creates an interpretive problem (Aeneas has contravened not just common courtesy but the most ancient Roman law) and finds its solution (Polydorus "excuses" him). Here Sirmond does this by a kind of pastiche method, drawing the idea of "excusing" from Servius's commentary and his information about the XII Tables from Lambertus Hortensius.

What is particularly noteworthy is Sirmond's interest in the XII Tables, the earliest code of Roman law, which scholars in Italy, France, and Germany had been seeking to reconstruct from later testimonies since the late fifteenth century.32 Although Sirmond draws on Hortensius for his information here, he apparently knew already what the XII Tables were and how they could be used to make inferences about early Roman society. Now according to Livy, as Sirmond would also have known, the XII Tables had not been formulated until AUC 302—that is, 635 years after the events of the Aeneid.33 Yet the XII Tables were still the earliest written witnesses to Roman social practices, and Sirmond might also have thought he had an ally in the tradition that the XII Tables had been formulated on Greek models—a potential link to Troy and the eastern Mediterranean from which Aeneas and Polydorus came. Nonetheless, Sirmond is willing to make a fairly bold historical connection in the service of his basic interpretive principle.

31 Sirmond ad 3.41, "Quid miserum," fols. 76r–v: "Oratio Polydori per expostulationem de facti iniuria. Lex enim erat duodecim tabularum. Defuncti iniuria ne afficiantur[, nefasque erat sepultorum ossa extrahere[,] aggerem tumulumue disijcere[,] cineres effodere[,] excusat tamen Aeneam pium vocans quod maximum est pietatis testimonium ab eo qui ledetur, tum obtestatur a lure propinquitatis. Creusa enim coniunx Aeneae soror erat Polydori[.]"] Sirmond is quoting nearly verbatim from Lambertus Hortensius ad 3.41, "Quid miserum" and "Parce sepulto," col. 452, with the exception of Sirmond's remark about "excusing," which is not in Hortensius: its source is Servius ad 3.42, "pias" (in the Harvard edition [note 26 above], 3:21).


33 Livy 3.33–34, 37, 57.
that the actions Vergil describes should be adjudicated in an approximately context-specific way, namely, in light of the earliest documented history of Rome.34

Other parts of his commentary show that for Sirmond, this principle positively excludes the use of Christian morality or metaphysics when dealing with the Aeneid and with pagan antiquity in general. So although we see that Sirmond follows Hortensius in referring Polydorus’s complaints to the Law of the XII Tables, he departs markedly from Hortensius later in the same passage, when Aeneas describes how he and his men “buried” Polydorus’ “soul in a tomb” (animumque sepulcro condimus), pouring offerings of milk and blood. Hortensius’s commentary had explained this Roman ceremony well enough, but the explanation was overshadowed by Hortensius’s splenetic invectives on the Roman conception of the soul:

This manner of conducting funerals for, or rather of burying the shades of those who have perished by some unhappy accident without the honor of a grave, is described partly here and partly in book 6. We ought to note the repugnant superstition, indeed the vanity of those ancient mortals, who were convinced of the impious notion that the souls of the dead wandered on the bank of the river Lethe and could not be carried over as long as their bodies were deprived of their due funeral rites and thus lay without honor. What a foolish and ridiculous fancy held their minds thus in thrall to impure spirits, so that they believed the shades of the dead lived in their tombs, and drank the blood of sacrificial victims slain there!35

The overheated tone of all this apparently irritated Sirmond, and in his own comments he preserves Hortensius’s facts while carefully vacuums out his censures. The result sounds virtually anthropological in its tone of calm explication,

34In fact, very shortly after Sirmond gave his lectures, the question was also raised whether the so-called law he and Hortensius quoted was really a law at all. Hortensius’s apparent source of information was Aymar du Rivail’s Historia iuris civilis et pontificii (Valence, 1515), which lists a law of the XII Tables reading “DEFVNCTI INIVRIA NON AFFICIVNTOR. SI INIVRIAM ALTERI FAXIT. XXV. ASSES AERIS POENAE SVNO” (fol. xi•). But Rivail’s own apparent source, Aulus Gellius 20.1.12, did not include any phrase similar to “Defuncti inuaria non afficiuntor”: the Venice 1515 edition of Gellius (for example) reads, “[N]onne tibi quoq; uidetur esse dilutum, quod ita de inuaria puniendi scriptum est? Si inuaria alteri facit. XXV. aeris poenae sunto.” Rivail’s phrase is equally foreign to modern reconstructions of the XII Tables: Salvador Riccobono, ed., Fontes iuris romani antiejustiani, pars prima, Leges, 2d ed. (Florence: Barbera, 1941), 54, reads for Law 8.4, “SI INIVRIAM [ALTERI] FAXIT, VIGINTI QVINQUE POENAE SVNO.” In Antonio Agustin’s posthumously published compilation, De legibus et senatusconsultis liber (Paris, 1584), Agustin excluded the phrase about “defuncti” and spoke indignantly of Rivail’s “fictions” (see e.g. 154); on Rivail’s reputation and Agustin’s views, see Ferrary, “Naissance d’un aspect de la recherche antiquaire,” esp. 58–59. All of this is to say that Sirmond’s information in 1582–83 was about to become obsolete, but was not yet so.

even though the verbal similarity makes it certain that Hortensius was Sirmond's
source. Reginaldus's notes read:

The custom of the ancients was to bury in a tomb (as they said) the
shades of those who had perished by some accident without the honor of
a grave. They were persuaded that the shades of the dead wandered on
the bank of the river Lethe and could not pass over as long as their bodies
were deprived of funeral rites and thus lay without honor. But, they
believed, the shades were called back to their graves when a proper grave
was prepared, and they remained buried in their tombs attached to their
bodies for as long as the bodies themselves lasted. The rite by which this
was done can be gathered from this passage together with the burial of
Misenus in Aeneid 6.36

Sirmond might have had a number of reasons for not calling attention to the
"repugnant" and "impious" nature of his passage—for one thing, he may have felt
it unwise to show his pupils how easy it was to assail ancient authors on doctrinal
grounds. But it also seems likely that in Sirmond's hermeneutics, the Roman con­
ception of the soul was not very different from ancient siege engines and the Law
of the XII Tables. It was necessary information for understanding Vergil's narrative,
and in particular for understanding why it was morally imperative for Aeneas and
his men to pause in their journey and render this service to Polydorus.

It may be worthwhile to pause for a moment and observe what is unique and
what is not so unique about Sirmond's interpretive assumptions as we have seen
them so far. In the first place, Sirmond's method of explanation is strikingly differ­
ten from both the Ciceronian and the Ramist modes of literary exegesis practiced
by some of Sirmond's contemporaries. For a Ciceronian or a Ramist, the general
structures that the literary text is shown to exemplify are the structures of exem­
plary discourse: the Ciceronian would call this exemplary discourse eloquence; the
Ramist, dialectic. By contrast, the larger structures that Sirmond takes his text to
exemplify are cultural and historical. These structures or codes can be either
recovered from explicit historical expressions of them (such as the written Law of
the XII Tables) or induced from particular instances and testimonies (as in the case
of ritual practices). In either case, Sirmond uses general Roman customs, which
he constructs historically, as the key to understanding the ethical character of par­
ticular actions in the text.

Insofar as he applies general structures of historical information to make par­
ticular actions comprehensible, Sirmond's approach also differs from that of Lam­
bertus Hortensius, who in other respects shares Sirmond's high esteem for

36Sirmond ad 3.62, "Ergo instauramus," fols. 76v–77r: "Antiquis mos erat eorum animas qui
cita sepultrae honorem casu aliquo perijssent, tumulo ut loquebantur condere. Illis enim persuasum
erat mortuorum animas circa Leteum annem inerrantes transfretare non posse, quamdui funebribus
defraudata corpora sine honore iacerent. Easdem vero ad sepulchra reuocari credebant, legitima instau­
rata sepultura, tamduique in sepulchro condis corporibus obnixias permanere, quamdui dum ipsa
corpora durarent. Quo autem ritu id fieret, ex hoc loco et Miseni sepultura 6 Aene. intelligitur."
historical facts, especially those related to law and religion. When Sirmond deletes Hortensius's censures on the Roman notion of the unburied soul, Sirmond is using the facts as a key to contextual understanding, that is, to removing his pupils' potential shock and revulsion—whereas Hortensius uses the same facts as a means of instilling further shock and revulsion. It may not be too much to suggest that Sirmond tries to put his hearers in a Roman frame of mind by revealing the undisclosed assumptions behind the text, and thereby to make the text approachable. Hortensius's comments, by contrast, seem designed to alienate and estrange the text from his readers.

Although we can only speculate as to how Sirmond developed his interpretive methods and assumptions, they were not unique in the sixteenth century. As one parallel, we might look to biblical exegesis as practiced by Erasmus and other humanists who assumed that the divine author's intention could only be grasped by understanding the circumstances and ideas of the text's original audience. For Erasmus, a proper understanding of the gospels requires not only linguistic competence and a solid foundation in Christian doctrine, but also a multidimensional picture of the world in which Jesus and the Apostles lived. Thus Erasmus urges the would-be interpreter to study the geography and natural history of the ancient Near East as well as the religious and social customs of the Jews and Greeks who appear in the biblical narrative. Joseph Scaliger would later apply this principle


38 Desiderius Erasmus, "Ratio seu methodus compendio pervenienti ad veram Theologiam," in Opera omnia, 9 vols. (Basel, 1540–42), 5:63–116 at 66–67: "Fit enim ut agnitis ex cosmographia regionibus, cogitatione sequamur narrationem obambulantem, & omnino non sine uoluptate, uelut una circunferamur, ut rem spectare uideamur, non legere. Simulque non paulo tenacius haerent, quae sic legetis.... Iam si gentium, apud quas res gesta narratur, siue ad quas scribunt Apostoli, non situm modo, uerumetiam originem, mores, instituta, cultum, ingenium, ex historicorum literis didicerimus: dictu mirum, quantum lucis, & siue accessurum uocabula...."

My translation: "Once we learn from cosmographers about the regions [in which the events of the Bible take place], we can follow the shifting scenes of the story in our minds, as if we were being carried along with it, as if we were witnessing the events and not reading about them. This is not unpleasant; moreover, what you read in such a way will stick much faster in your mind.... And when we have learned from historical books about the peoples among whom the events happened, or whom the Apostles were addressing—not only where they lived, but also their origin, customs, institutions, religion, and character—a marvelous amount of light and, as it were, life will be added to our reading. But that reading must be yawningly tedious, and dead, for people who are ignorant of these things, and indeed of the words for nearly everything." (Invectives against scholastic theologians follow.) On Erasmus's "gout pour les réalités concrètes" in biblical exegesis, see Jacques Chomarat, Grammaire et rhétorique chez Érasme, 2 vols. (Paris: Belles Lettres, 1981), 1:553–54.

with striking originality when he observed that the Last Supper had really been a celebration of the Jewish feast of Passover. The Lutheran scholar Matthias Flacius Illyricus extended Erasmus's approach in a different direction as one of the authors of the *Magdeburg Centuries*, an enormous collaborative history of the Catholic church designed to show the church's gradual decline from original purity to decadence and corruption. To demonstrate this, Flacius and his collaborators sought to portray the *idea ac forma*, the "spirit and character" of the church in each age of its existence, building their depictions by using evidence such as liturgies, modes of sermonizing, and methods of internal government and communication in the church. Like Erasmus, Flacius and the Centurians believed that historical habits of worship and belief were the indispensable key to understanding past events.

In this regard, these writers could have served as models for Sirmond's use of ancient Roman religion as a framework for explicating a text—and if Sirmond had not yet read the *Magdeburg Centuries* in 1582–83, he would soon do so in depth as a collaborator on the Roman reply to the Centuries, Cesare Baronio's *Annales*.

Sirmond's frequent mingling of religious and legal concerns in his explanations probably has another, related source. The legally influenced historical scholarship of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries in Italy and France was very often directed to past events (and present purposes) that combined the legal inextricably with the religious. Thus Lorenzo Valla's declamation on the Donation of Constantine, which is generally considered a founding work of humanist historical scholarship, argued against the church's legal claims to its present political domination in Rome. In the early sixteenth century the lawyer Alessandro d'Alessandro composed his much-printed antiquarian work, the *Genialium dierum libri sex* (1524), on a similar principle. Beginning with ancient Rome and fanning out to encompass the entire ancient Mediterranean excepting Judaea, d'Alessandro explained how ancient political and religious institutions interpenetrated in foundation myths, municipal calendars, temples and public buildings, priestships, and

---


40The *Magdeburg Centuries* were officially titled *Eclesiastica Historia*, 13 vols. (Basel, 1559–74); for their historiographical priorities and the collaborators' mode of work, see Heinz Scheible, *Die Entstehung der Magdeburger Zenturien: Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte der historiographischen Methode* (Gütersloh: Gerd Mohn, 1966).

public ceremonies of all kinds. Sirmond had read d’Alessandro carefully, as we can see, for example, from a reference to d’Alessandro on the animals sacrificed to the various Roman gods, from which Sirmond concludes independently that Aeneas’s sacrifice of a bull to Jupiter in *Aeneid* 3 was *non rite mactatum*, not ritually correct. We might further compare the interpenetration of legal and religious concerns in François Baudouin’s *Plan for a Universal History* (1561), and in the whole body of polemical historical writing produced during the Wars of Religion in France. To the latter genre Sirmond himself was later to contribute, not only through his work on Baronio’s *Annales* but also through his independent publications, such as his editions of early French ecclesiastical councils.

If Sirmond’s style of explication is unusual among literary interpreters, that is, then it sat squarely in the center of a broader humanist tradition of contextual, historical reading. And if Sirmond’s comments were often local and restricted to a particular passage, as in his comments on the Achaemenides and Polydorus episodes in *Aeneid* 3, he was also capable of using the reconstructed culture of prehistoric Rome as the key to deeper, more far-reaching interpretations. In his remarks on *Aeneid* 12, Sirmond fashions the kind of antiquarian information we have already seen into a sustained contextual commentary that results in a reading of the poem that is both authentically literary and unexpectedly modern in tone. It looks as if Sirmond, predisposed to see the ethical character of individual actions as being determined by historical cultural norms, notices first a great interpretive problem and then a solution to it—both of which seem to be quite unparalleled in other contemporary commentaries.

The action of *Aeneid* 12, as Sirmond sees it, is roughly as follows. Turnus, prince of the besieged Latins, solemnly vows to meet Aeneas in a single combat that will determine the outcome of the war in progress. The Latins and Trojans perform religious ceremonies, acknowledging their acceptance of this means of ending the fighting. Meanwhile, however, Turnus’s sister Juturna fears for his safety and, with the aid of Juno, sows discontent among the Latin ranks. General fighting

---

42 For a discussion with emphasis on d’Alessandro’s legal training, see Maffei, *Alessandro d’Alessandro.*


breaks out, culminating in a final meeting of Aeneas and Turnus. Turnus begs for his life, but Aeneas, seeing Turnus wearing an ornamental belt taken from Aeneas’s slain friend Pallas, dispatches Turnus’s soul to the nether regions, groaning indignantly as it goes.

Certain readers in the sixteenth century found this ending abrupt if not ethically troubling. The most famous solution was that of Maffeo Vegio, who composed a new thirteenth book which depicts Turnus’s funeral and the marriage of Lavinia; it was widely printed in subsequent editions of the Aeneid itself.\(^{46}\) Twentieth-century scholars, who generally operate on a shorter interpretive leash than Vegio permitted himself, content themselves with voicing persistent questions about the morality of Aeneas’s imperial project, and particularly about the justice of Turnus’s death.\(^{47}\) Sirmond’s approach falls somewhere between these two responses. Like the modern critics Adam Parry and Michael Putnam, Sirmond seems to feel that Turnus’s death was a potential blemish on Aeneas’s virtue. Unlike them, he is quite sure that the purpose of the Aeneid is to depict Aeneas acting justly.\(^{48}\) So Sirmond laboriously constructs a historical context that puts Turnus ineluctably in the wrong by the standards of the earliest Roman law and religion. To put it rather crudely, Turnus deserved whatever he got according to the cultural code which the learned Vergil had written into his poem.

Sirmond argues this point through an intensive, almost single-minded discussion of the making and breaking of the foedus or pact between the Trojans and the Latins. He begins by pointing out the similarity of the ceremony in Vergil to the one described in Livy’s first book when the Romans and the Albans seal the most ancient foedus in the Roman historical record.\(^{49}\) In effect, Sirmond is both identifying a Vergilian source and arguing the validity of his own cultural-historical approach for a fictional work. Sirmond then dwells on the religious and public


Respicere exemplar vitae moralisjque iubebo

Rectum imitatorem et vivas hinc ducere voces.” (He quotes Hor. Ars poet. 317–18.)

\(^{49}\)Sirmond ad 12.113, “Postera vix,” fols. 10r–11r, where he gives a lengthy quotation from Livy 1.24, and also compares the Vergilian foedus to the ritual preceding the monomyth of Paris and Mene­laus at Iliad 3.264–301.
nature of the Vergilian foedus, seizing on separate elements in Vergil's description and delivering lengthy disquisitions on Roman animal sacrifice, the gods who received sacrifice, and the whole ancient taxonomy of sacred plants.50

In a change from his approach to book 3, Sirmond now devotes a modest proportion of his commentary to rhetorical exegesis, perhaps in conjunction with the beginning of his pupils' study of rhetoric.51 He introduces book 12 with a discussion of poetry and the epic, largely following Julius Caesar Scaliger's Poetics. More importantly from an interpretive standpoint, Sirmond gives careful attention to the characters of Turnus and Latinus as revealed by their speeches at the opening of the book's action. Turnus comes off badly, as an impetuous and opportunistic character—a born oath-breaker if ever there was one.52

The bulk of Sirmond's interpretive work is thus complete at an early point in book 12. But as the action proceeds to other things he assiduously keeps the theme of the pact alive, drawing out the religious overtones of events, summarizing narrative transitions with reference to their effect on the pact, and in general using the word foedus at every opportunity.53 Vergil's description of the fighting, by contrast, he mainly skims, often letting as many as twenty lines pass without comment. He does, however, pause to point out the justice of the death of Tolumnius, the Latin who had thrown the first spear to initiate the general conflict.54

Near the close of the book, when Turnus's death is imminent, Sirmond again decelerates his progress through the text and finds a way to reinvoke the foedus theme apropos of passages totally unrelated to Turnus: Juno's oath on the river Styx becomes the occasion for extended remarks on divine ius iurandum, and the narrator's subsequent reference to the Dirae or Furies permits him to expand on the


51See nn. 8 and 11 above.

52On poetry and the epic, see fols. 1 v–2 r; for Turnus's character, e.g. Sirmond ad 12.11, "Nulla mora," fol. 4 r: "Oratio Turni iuvenilis arrogantiae et temeritatis plena..." and ad 12.48, "Quam pro me curam," fol. 6 v: "Insolens quidem et superbum sed personae congruens responsu ut intelligas fatidam Turnum trahi ad mortem cuius animus nec Latini consilio et Lauiniae et Amatae precibus flecatur."


terrifying vengeance that awaits evildoers.\textsuperscript{55} By the time Turnus and Aeneas finally meet, little further comment is necessary. Sirmond rather cynically describes Turnus’s speech of supplication as a formulaic rhetorical plea for pity, and he assures his hearers that Turnus’s soul is immortal (presumably so as fully to appreciate its torments \textit{apud inferos}).\textsuperscript{56} But the incriminating belt of Pallas, which most modern critics take to be the proximate cause of Aeneas’s sudden anger and Turnus’s death, barely interests Sirmond. He only notes it at all in order to supply an etymology for the word \textit{bullis}, the belt’s ornamental bosses.\textsuperscript{57} The famous belt is evidently beside the point in Sirmond’s moral conception of the poem: Turnus’s fate has been sealed by the disintegration of the \textit{foedus} several hundred lines before.

Sirmond conducts his reading by implication rather than by direct assertion, and in the process he allows himself to sidestep a few pertinent questions. Most obviously, he never argues for his assumption that the personal responsibility for the breaking of the pact lay with Turnus. He does once suggest that Vergil’s divine machinery is a poetic device for adding weight to human deeds, which we might take as an oblique denial that Juno and Juturna actually caused the fighting, as the narrative claims they did. But why the particular human at fault must be Turnus, Sirmond does not explain.\textsuperscript{58}

A second, rather weightier problem presents itself if we try to analyze Sirmond’s methods using modern notions of history, fiction, and myth. Quite simply, the age whose cultural history Sirmond was so interested in reconstructing fell well before any recorded history except the \textit{Aeneid} itself. So, for example, the Law of the XII Tables, which Sirmond uses as evidence for archaic beliefs about the sanctity of graves, was not actually written until more than six hundred years after the time of the poem’s action.\textsuperscript{59} Likewise, the first recorded \textit{foedus} in Roman history, which seems to Sirmond a convincing parallel for the \textit{foedus} between the Trojans and the Latins, took place according to Livy about 350 years after the events of the \textit{Aeneid}.\textsuperscript{60} That such episodes in the poem are themselves likely to be retrojections, or indeed deliberate anachronisms, on Vergil’s part did not bother


\textsuperscript{56}For Turnus’s speech, see Sirmond ad 12.931, “Equidem merui,” fols. 36v–37r; for the immortality of the soul, 12.952, “Uitaque cum gemitu,” fol. 37v: “Quibus verbis non obscure animos immortales significat, secus ac quidam sentire ilium somniauit....”


\textsuperscript{58}Sirmond ad 12.320, “Incertum qua,” fols. 21r–v. He begins by quoting Servius ad loc. (without naming him) to explain that despite Vergil’s suggestive language, Aeneas’s wound came at the hands of a man, not a god. Sirmond continues: “Proinde ipse Uirg. res magnas et graues diuino numine tribuere soleat. Quoniam quae in deos cadere finxerunt antiqui in ills perfectissimam speciem expresserunt; hinc poetae quae amplificare volunt ea comparant cum deorum similibus factis.”

\textsuperscript{59}See n. 33 above.

\textsuperscript{60}Livy 1.24.
him at all. On the contrary, Sirmond treats those alleged archaic realia that paralleled the realia of historic times as the latter’s actual historical precursors and ancestors. He certainly thought of the *Aeneid* as documentary evidence for the culture of the Trojans and the Italians around 1200 BCE, and not (as we would consider it) a key document for the cultural history of Augustan Rome.

This disjunction comes about not so much through obtuseness, I think, as through a kind of bold, exploratory overreaching. Sirmond begins with an interpretive method that his contemporaries had developed for synthesizing historical information and attempts to extend it back to mythical events. He wishes to illuminate his text through a large and miscellaneous documentation of Roman cultural history, but he has to describe a period that lacked the kinds of documentation that his method is designed to exploit and adjudicate. In this Sirmond is no different from contemporaries who wrote on that most famous Roman myth, the legend of Romulus and Remus, using apparently sophisticated critical methods to adjudicate the details of conflicting accounts, yet never pausing to question the basic truth of the entire narrative. Like Pierre Ronsard, whose *Franciade* (1572) involves the similar problem of presenting a mythical story in copious and verisimilar detail, Sirmond often ends up paying inordinate attention to minute facts that are not really facts to begin with. On the other hand, like his other contemporaries, the theological and legal interpreters, Sirmond is capable of rising to larger ethical questions that demand sustained attention to a particularly urgent theme in his text. That all of this happened in a Jesuit classroom is yet another reason to rethink the boundaries we may sometimes be too quick to draw between scholarship and humanistic teaching, between antiquarianism and literary study in the Renaissance.

---


An important article appeared too recently to use in this paper; see Paul Nelles, “*Historia magistra antiquitatis*: Cicero and Jesuit History Teaching,” *Renaissance Studies* 13 (1999): 130–72.